Dwg. Title: Traditional Vertical Wall Face Profile

Description: Vertical attachment flange projecting outward & perpendicular to unit face. (NOTE: Exposed wall face varies based on model design manufacture)

Right Side Interior Module Wall

1.25" (+/-) Flange

1.00" (Minimum) Wall Face (Varies by Model)

0.125" - 0.1875" (+/-) Flange Thickness

Vertical Attachment Flange

Exposed Wall Face Varies By Model

Offset is a result of top perimeter attachment flange. (See Oasis unit drawings)

Typical Vertical Framing Member

Underlayment & Wall Finish Material

NOTE: Right Side Wall Illustrated. (Reverse for Left Side Wall)

Interior Shower Stall Wall Surface

Vertical Attachment Flange (Secure to Framing)
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